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I’ve been living with solar 
electricity for about 35 years 
now, slowly building up a 

significant solar power system 
for my rural home in northeast 
British Columbia.
 My enchantment with 
all things solar began with a 
tiny advertisement in Popular 
Science magazine: the very first 
commercially available solar 
power panel was finally for sale. 
It was 1982.

 At the time, the only 
company in the world making 
consumer solar panels was in 
California (Arco Solar), so I 
ordered one. It was one foot by 
four feet, put out about 40 watts 
at 12 volts DC and cost $750. 
That’s about $45 per watt in 
today’s dollars.
 Today, solar panels of 
much higher quality with 25-
year warranties cost closer to 
$1 per watt thanks to a massive 

global increase in solar panel 
manufacturing.
 Solar is now the cheapest 
energy, ever. Large solar farms 
around the world are now selling 
power into the grid for less than 
two cents per kilowatt-hour, 
cheaper than electricity from 
coal, oil, and gas or nuclear, an 
historic milestone achieved just 
this year.

The author’s home solar power system: 6,000 watts of new grid-tied solar (on the far roof during installation) plus 
another 1000 watts from the tower-mounted array at right which features panels up to 25 years old from three 
different manufacturers.

My Solar Home



MY SOLAR

Since solar panels degrade only very slowly over 
time (something less than 0.5% per year, or about 
20% less energy output in bright sunlight after 50 
years) I just kept adding them to my home system 
as I could find and afford them.
 By 2006 I had two Solarex 45-watt panels, 
three Kyocera 50-watt panels, and five Shell 85-
watt panels. (It’s usually OK to mix and match 
panels from different manufacturers as long as the 
output voltages match.) 
Because I was living entirely 
off-grid at the time (generating 
ALL my own power with 
solar and a back-up generator, 
storing extra energy in a battery 
bank) I mounted the panels on 
a tower to avoid winter tree 
shading, and angled them to 
help shed snow. They’re still 
up there and working just fine.
 I quickly found that I 
had more solar power than I 
could use or store during the 
very long summer days, and 
then not nearly enough solar in 
the winter, requiring a back-up 
gasoline generator during the 
darkest winter months.

GRID TIE

The problem of too much solar 
in the summer and not enough 
in the winter has since been 
neatly solved by attaching the 
solar array to the electrical grid 
– a “grid-tied” system. 
 When a solar power system is “grid-tied” 
it first powers your home then feeds extra power 
into the grid, which builds up as a credit on your 
electrical bill. This credit can then be used up 
at night, on cloudy days and all winter. Works 
perfectly, and can result in zero electrical bills year 
after year.
 Thousands of solar-powered homes and 
businesses are now grid-tied in British Columbia, 

and millions around the world. China is leading in 
solar, installing some 10,000 grid-tied solar homes 
EVERY DAY!
 At my home I have just added a 6,000-watt 
grid-tied solar array that should take me a long way 
towards my dream of a solar-powered lifestyle.
 I now have a small battery-electric ATV, and 
new battery-powered lawn mower, edge trimmer 
and chain saw. They work great (they really 
do!), and are a huge improvement over the noisy, 
poisonous fume-spewing monsters I was used to. 

Now it’s just press the button 
and go. Quiet, clean, easy, and 
I charge them all with my own 
solar energy.
 Next come an electric vehicle 
and a new super-efficient heat-
pump home heating system that 
uses electricity to harvest heat 
energy from the outside air, now 
becoming widely available.
 Within a year or two solar 
electricity will power and heat 
my home, run all my tools, 
appliances and electronics and 
provide free electric “fuel” for 
my electric vehicle.

NO HARDSHIP

 Living an ultra-low carbon 
lifestyle with solar does not 
sound like hardship. Exactly the 
opposite: an all-electric solar 
lifestyle provides security, luxury, 
convenience and independence 
at very low cost for a very long 
time.

 Every year the sun delivers to planet Earth 
some 15,000 times more energy than is consumed 
by all of humanity. To say that we cannot power all 
our needs with sunlight is absurd. Planet Earth has 
been doing it very successfully for 3 billion years. 
Now we’ve figured out how we can do it too. 
 The futuristic solar age I longed for and 
began to explore 35 years ago has finally arrived.
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